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TSG - Technical Service Group

- Geneva GR informal group (not official)
- Members = Technical Services
- Associate Members = Manufacturers organizations
- ≈ 2 meetings per year

Objectives:
- Interlaboratory comparison
- Common interpretation of texts
- Sharing of best practice to perform tests
GRSP TSG group: for CRS(R44) and Safety Belts (R16 and R14)

Members: Dekra, MPA, TNO, TRL, UTAC, TUV Rheinland, TUV Sud, Idiada, CSI, VTI, ...

Associate Members = CLEPA

Meetings: 3-4 February & 28-29 September 2010

Outcome of this group is presented to GRSP through a member state (see attached 2009 minutes).

- Minutes TSG - Helmond - February 2009.doc
- Minutes TSG - Ulm - October 2009.docx